
REVIEW: ARTS CLUB THEATRE COMPANY’S “THE VALLEY”

Walking into the Granville Island Stage for Arts Club’s newest production, The Valley, is an
experience before any of the performers are even present. The stage itself, a large
concrete circular mass, feels like a massive block that has fallen out of the slanted cement
backdrop looming behind the stage. It’s ominous, haunting, and the perfect visualization
to represent this production that mostly tackles poignant issues like mental health, soul
searching, and strained family relations.

With just four people and the amount of props you can count on both hands, The Valley
transports its barren stage into a metaphorical Vancouver, complete with local references
to the SkyTrain, the Sedin brothers, and UBC. But what we have underneath all these
social and cultural touchstones is something much more interesting, powerful, and
intense. Over the course of two hours, we are taken along for the ride with teenager
Connor (Daniel Doheny), who moves away to university and returns home for
Thanksgiving without any intentions of going back. It is evident fairly quickly that Connor
is unraveling and dealing with some pretty serious mental health issues.

Connor’s mother Sharon (Kerry Sandomirsky) does her best to realign Connor’s route to a
successful one, but that goes sideways when his first day on the job is spent being
tackled by a SkyTrain transit officer (Dan, played by Robert Salvador). Meanwhile, Dan’s
wite Janie (Pippa Mackie) is at home dealing with some issues of her own, namely
postpartum depression from the birth of their son.



Joan MacLeod’s script is impressive and balanced, allowing issues to be explored but not
exploitative. She has explored the dark, isolating energy often associated with Vancouver
(which was recently voted the world’s least livable city, once again) in this script, which
visualized the brooding sense of the city through these characters.

What we have are a set of four performances that all compliment each other in wonderful
ways, especially notable when you take into account that all four characters are present
for the entire production. There is a lot of visual metaphor going on even in subtle,
suggestive ways. When Connor is not present in a particular scene, he is often sitting on
the edge of the stage with his back turned to the audience, legs dangling into the abyss.

Main image: Robert Salvador and Daniel Doheny in Arts Club Theatre Company’s
production of The Valley. Photography by Emily Cooper.

The delicate balance of The Valley allows for all four characters to explore their demons
and give potential to both healthy and detrimental results. It’s a heavy script filled with
overt anger, captivating conversations, and enlightening results. It was hard to not take on



poor Connor’s struggle as your own emotional journey as you watched him crash and
burn once he returned from college to his mother’s West Vancouver home. Even if you
haven’t explored his exact journey yourself, there are so many parallels in The Valley that
you can easily draw upon, making this entire production both heart wrenching and
inspiring.

Doheny proves once again that he’s a performer to watch, flipping from chaotic and
flippant one moment to completely rational the next. He so embodies the role of Connor
for the performance that it’s almost as if you’re sitting in his bedroom with him rooting for
him to get out of bed and back on his feet.

The staging of The Valley as a cohesive entity is a surefire win. We have an entirely
emotive piece of art here, filled with details, nuances, and specifics that show Joan
MacLeod really wrote this from the heart, almost as if writing a lesson to help people
understand a struggle they’ve never had to endure themselves, or as an ode to those who
have.

Daniel Doheny and Kerry Sandomirsky in Arts Club Theatre Company’s production of The
Valley. Photography by Emily Cooper.



Main image: Kerry Sandomirsky and Daniel Doheny in Arts Club Theatre Company’s
production of The Valley. Photography by Emily Cooper.

The Valley: Written by Joan MacLeod. Directed by Mindy Parfitt.

Arts Club Theatre Company’s production of The Valley runs through May 7 at The
Granville Island Stage .

Tickets are available here.

http://artsclub.com/shows/2015-2016/the-valley
http://artsclub.com/shows/2015-2016/the-valley
https://secure.artsclub.com/events/detail/the-valley

